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Welcome to Miele

IMMER BESSER (forever better) – our pledge 

When our two great grandfathers were in the process of 
founding the Miele company, they had to make sure they 
stood apart from the competition in order to be successful. 
There are effectively only two ways of doing this: either by 
being cheaper than the rest or by being better than the rest.  
It is not really possible to be both at the same time. 

They decided to be “better“ than the rest.

Numerous best in class awards and certificates attest to the 
fact that Miele has continued to renew its commitment to 
being “immer besser“ throughout the past 115 years. 
However, the millions of satisfied customers around the world 
are perhaps the most important endorsement.

At the heart of this success lies a continuity of values and 
goals which are typically only found in companies which have 
been family-run for generations, rather than in businesses 
which are guided by the often short-term interests of the 
stock market. 

It is in this sense that Miele has embodied first-class product 
quality and German engineering since 1899. Miele also 
stands in equal measure for respect, fairness and mutual 
esteem towards sales partners, customers, suppliers, 
employees and neighbours. Buying a Miele is an 
environmentally friendly decision. We ensure this by using 
methods of production that save resources as well by 
producing products which set new standards in terms of their 
consumption of electricity, water and detergent – and save 
you money at the same time.*

As directors and co-proprietors of the fourth generation of 
our business we promise you that this will not change.   

Dr. Markus Miele       Dr. Reinhard Zinkann

*  Please visit www.miele-sustainability.com for more information on our efforts and 
guiding principles 
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IMMER BESSER
Our brand promise

The Miele brand  
In many countries, Miele is the most 
desired brand in its field. In its German 
home market, Miele was even voted ‚best 
brand ever‘ in 2013 across all product 
branches. And the ownership of products 
from such a brand reveals much about its 
users: Miele customers have high 
expectations for the performance, 
convenience, design and the 
environmental friendliness of their 
domestic appliances. People who buy 
Miele are quality conscious and have 
style!

There are many good reasons for 
choosing Miele.
Here are just six of them.
Since the company was founded in 1899, 
Miele has remained true to its ‚Immer 
Besser‘ brand promise. This means that 
we will do all that we can to be ‚forever 
better‘ than our competitors and ‚forever 
better‘ than we already are. For our 
customers this means the peace of mind 
of knowing that choosing Miele is a good 
decision – and probably the decision of a 
lifetime!

Miele service 
Miele customers enjoy preferential treatment: thanks to our fast 
and efficient after-sales service operation which has been voted 
best in its branch of industry many times over. Even if you need 
personalised instructions on appliance use or professional 
cleaning of your machines, Miele will gladly make a home visit. 
We will always be there for you. That’s a promise!

Miele design
Miele believes in clean lines and timeless elegance. Nowhere else 
will you find such a comparable range of built-in kitchen 
appliances, with consistency in Design lines and colour options, 
to suit the most diverse of interior designs and kitchen furniture 
fronts. Great care is taken to coordinate appliance design across 
the range. Whatever the style of your kitchen: Miele is the perfect 
match. 

Miele convenience
Whether conventional rotary switch, discreet sensor controls or a 
high-resolution touch display like the one on your smartphone: 
operating a Miele is both easy and fun. Add to this a multitude of 
convenient and reliable automatic programmes and a great love 
of detail - success is guaranteed - on board both laundry and 
kitchen appliances. Make life easier for yourself with Miele! 

Miele technology
Miele stands for excellent results combined with the lowest 
possible energy consumption. This goes for the hygienic and 
gentle care of your laundry, your flooring and your crockery as 
well as when conjuring up exquisite culinary delights. The key to 
this is a wealth of innovative features available only from Miele. 
This is borne out by numerous first places in leading product tests 
conducted around the world.

Miele quality 
For more than 100 years it has been a proven adage that you can 
trust Miele and rely on our appliances. We are the only 
manufacturer in our branch of industry to test products such as 
our washing machines, tumble dryers, dishwashers and ovens to 
the equivalent of 20 years of use. Once a Miele, always a Miele: 
Miele customers around the world remain loyal to Miele and 
recommend Miele to others. Looking to the future, we promise 
not to entertain any compromises when it comes to quality and 
durability!
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Sparkling moments
Dishwashers from Miele

Sparkling glasses not only brighten up a beautifully 
set table but light up host and guests' eyes too.

On the next pages you will experience how 
Miele dishwashers make your dishes sparkle – 
and put a smile on your face: with excellent 
cleaning results, clever details which make 
everyday work simpler, and low consumption 
values to suit the environment and your budget.
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Perfect design harmony in your kitchen
The designs of Miele dishwasher

The designs of Miele dishwashers 
Miele offers four different types of dishwashers - for maximum 
convenience and perfect design harmony in your kitchen.

Freestanding dishwashers
Freestanding dishwashers with a hard-
wearing covering panel which can be used 
as a worktop. As these appliances are not 
built in, they can simply move house with 
their owners and be installed in the new 
kitchen.

Integrated dishwashers
Appliance fronts and fascias are designed 
to take front panels to match kitchen 
furniture. Alternatively, front panels in 
stainless-steel with CleanSteel finish are 
also an option.

Fully integrated dishwashers
The entire front of the appliance is 
concealed either behind cabinet panelling 
or a Miele front made from stainless steel 
with CleanSteel finish. This allows 
dishwashers to blend in unobtrusively with 
the design of the kitchen.
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The ideal solution for your kitchen
The wide range of Miele dishwashers

Extra tall dishwashers (XXL)
(85 cm high, 60 cm wide)
Built-under, integrated and fully integrated 
dishwashers from Miele are also available 
as XXL models. They are suitable for 
kitchens with 85 cm built-under height. 
These appliances offer 4 cm of additional 
depth in the upper basket: the deeper 
basket offers even greater flexibility and 
more loading options for example for 
stemware, large coffee mugs and plates 
with a diameter of up to 23 cm.

Standard dishwashers
(81 cm high, 60 cm wide)
This is the standard niche dimension 
available in the majority of households, 
from 81 cm built-under height.

Miele dishwasher sizes
Miele dishwashers are available in a number of different 
heights and widths, offering the optimum solution for 
your kitchen. 
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Exclusive features for perfect results 
and more convenience
The product highlights of Miele dishwashers*

Knock2open2)

Unique: this appliance can be 
perfectly integrated into handleless 
kitchens – the door opens automatically 
by tapping lightly twice.

Highest level of energy efficiency
Best performance A+++: highly 
economical, producing excellent cleaning 
and drying results.  
 

Patented4) AutoOpen drying
Everything perfectly dry: the 

dishwasher door opens automatically at 
the end of a programme cycle.

Fresh water dishwashers with water 
consumption from 6.5 l
Minimum consumption: in the Automatic 
programme best cleaning results 
combined with minimum water 
consumption.

BrilliantLight3)

Automatically controlled: four 
LEDs immerse the entire dishwasher 
interior in brilliant light.

*Features vary depending on model
1) DE102008062761B3, EP2201887B1
2) Patent pending
EP2428153A1, DE102010037397A1, US2012/0055091A1
3) EP2233061B1, US8297768B2
4) DE102007008950B4, EP2120671B1

Patented1) 3D cutlery tray
An innovation from the inventor of the cutlery 

tray: Miele's intelligent 3D cutlery tray is height, width 
and depth adjustable so that it can be perfectly adapted 
to suit any load. This allows awkward items such as 
whisks and soup ladles to be accommodated and gently 
washed. 
 
Adjusting the side sections of the cutlery tray allows tall 
stemware to be held securely in the upper basket. No 
need to take the side sections of the drawer out! 
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Further convincing talents
The product benefits of Miele dishwashers*

SensorDry3)

No residue: this programme 
ensures that crockery is dry even under 
adverse conditions.

Reduced load4)

Full load not necessary: the 
automatic 'Reduced load' function adjusts 
water and electricity consumption to the 
load size.

TimeControl
Clear and concise: four LEDs 

inform users of the time remaining to the 
end of the programme.

ComfortClose
Practical: the door is 

extremely easy to open and close, and 
stays open in any position.

Patented2) in-door salt 
container

Extremely convenient: salt can be 
replenished in a simple and convenient 
way, pouring it into the container with the 
door half-open, without having to stoop.

FlexiTimer with EcoStart
Clever: with EcoStart, the 

dishwasher automatically selects the 
cheapest electricity tariff every time.

DeLuxe basket design
Unique: the new design of the 

lower basket and the innovative upper 
basket offer a wide range of functions.

AutoClose
Very slight pressure against 

the door is sufficient to activate the 
motorised door closing feature.

Perfect GlassCare1)

Gentle and with care: this 
technology ensures that your glasses are 
cleaned gently.

Waterproof System
Protection from water 

damage: if correctly installed, Miele offers 
a life-long guarantee**.

Hot water connection
Consistent sustainable approach: all 
dishwashers can be connected to a hot 
water supply, max. temperature 60℃. 
 

Best sound emissions
Barely audible: sound emissions as low as 
41 dB(A), yet achieving constant perfect 
results.

ExtraQuiet
Extremely quiet: this programme 
produces only 38 dB(A) and is so quiet 
that you can hardly hear it.

SolarSave
Unbeatable: with the 

SolarSave function you can achieve an 
extremely low electricity consumption of 
0.05 kWh per cycle.

Smart Grid ready
Practical: this function sets the appliance 
to work automatically when electricity is at 
its cheapest.

Delay start with integrated countdown 
indicator
Smart: the countdown indicator. Thanks to 
the delay start feature, the start of a 
programme can be postponed by up to 24 
hours. 

Touch-on-Metal controls
Elegant and convenient: flush controls in a 
stainless steel fascia panel achieve a 
high-end linear design.

EcoFeedback
Economical dishwashing: when selecting 
a dishwashing programme, the estimated 
water and electricity consumption values 
will be shown in the display.
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Gentle cleaning of high-quality glassware
Gentle treatment of crockery and glassware in Miele dishwashers

Riedel recommends Miele dishwashers
Can you really wash delicate, expensive 
wine glasses in a dishwasher? Yes, 
perfectly, as long as it's a Miele! With its 
unique combination of intelligent features, 
Miele is the specialist when it comes to 
protecting glassware:

•	3D cutlery tray:  
ample space even for stemware

•	DeLuxe basket design:  
secure hold for wine glasses

•	AutoOpen drying:  
gentle, sparkling drying without the need 
for polishing

•	Perfect GlassCare:  
long-lasting sparkle for your glasses

•	'Sensor wash gentle' programme:  
perfect control of glass-care parameters

•	CareCollection:  
perfectly matching cleaning products 
with special glass-protection formula

The results: spotless, sparkling glasses 
without the need for polishing. No smears, 
no water stains, no breakages. After 
numerous wash cycles, your valuable 
glassware will look as good as new. 

Even high-quality delicate stemware can 
be washed in a Miele dishwasher without 
any risk. 
This has been confirmed by Riedel, 
manufacturer and originator of fine wine 
glasses. Maximilian Riedel explicitly 
recommends that Riedel glasses, both 
hand- and machine-blown, be washed in 
a Miele dishwasher.

DeLuxe basket design

3D cutlery tray 

AutoOpen drying

CareCollection

"That our high-end glassware can be perfectly and gently 
washed in a Miele machine is quite a recent revelation. A 
Miele dishwasher makes perfect glass care simple and 
easy. To ensure the gentle cleaning of our glasses, we 
wholeheartedly recommend that they are washed in a 
Miele dishwasher. This produces better results than 
washing by hand."
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Here, plates can step out of line
The basket designs of Miele dishwashers*

MultiComfort area in lower 
basket1)

For all types of crockery: even large pots 
or bulky items can be accommodated 
easily in the versatile lower basket.

Hinged bottle holder
Absolutely secure: even items such as 
vases can be thoroughly cleaned using 
the bottle holder.

Cutlery tray
All items of cutlery are separated, soil is 
completely removed and cutlery perfectly 
dried. 

Cutlery basket
Extremely versatile: the cutlery basket can 
be positioned over the front row of spikes 
in the lower basket.

Ideal for glassware
Secure hold: a height-

adjustable glass holder and a special 
glassware rail in the lower basket help 
provide a secure hold.

Jumbo cup rack
Individual and space-saving: 

the jumbo cup rack is perfect for large 
coffee cups, cereal bowls, etc.

Ergonomic basket handles
Domestic chores made easier:
the basket handles simplify loading and 
unloading.

Height-adjustable glass rail
Many guests, many glasses: the height-
adjustable rail creates additional space in 
the upper basket for even more glasses.

Height-adjustable upper basket
Several options: on all Miele dishwashers, 
the upper basket is easily height-
adjustable. 

1) Patent pending: EP2377455B1, US2011/0253650A1
*Features vary depending on model

Features EasyComfort  
basket design

ExtraComfort  
basket design

PremiumComfort  
basket design

Cutlery tray •

3D cutlery tray • •

Stainless-steel basket handles •

Basket handles •

Height-adjustable upper basket • • •

Fixed row of spikes in upper basket • •

Height-adjustable glassware rail in upper basket •

Hinged row of spikes in upper basket •

Width-adjustable jumbo cup rack in upper basket  
(only in XXL dishwashers) •

MultiComfort area in lower basket 
(for plates up to 35 cm in diameter) • • • 

(removable)

2 row of spikes in lower basket • • 
(hinged, right)

• 
(both hinged)

Height-adjustable glass holders in lower basket 2 
(on sides at rear)

4

Hinged glass rails in lower basket •

Hinged bottle holder in lower basket •

Basket design: feature variants
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Quick wash 40°C
Short programme cycle: cleans mixed 
loads with fresh food residue in approx. 
half an hour.

For all eventualities
The dishwashing programmes of Miele dishwashers*

Automatic
For standard crockery: for example mixed 
loads with all types of food residue.

Sensor wash gentle
Gentle and with care: this programme 

is ideal for temperature-sensitive and 
lightly soiled crockery.

Intensive 75°C
Maximum cleaning performance: pots, 
pans, etc. are cleaned residue-free.

Hygiene
Hygienically clean: baby 

bottles, cutting boards, etc. are 
thoroughly cleaned and bacteria-free, 
certified by Germany's Institute for 
Applied Research GmbH.

Normal 55°C
Quick and efficient: the programme for 
many occasions thoroughly cleans 
crockery with regular soiling.

ECO
Extremely economical: this water and 
energy-saving programme is suitable for 
mixed loads.

SolarSave
Unbeatable: with the 

SolarSave function you can achieve an 
extremely low electricity consumption of 
0.05 kWh per cycle.

ExtraQuiet
Extremely quiet: for mixed loads with 
slightly dried-on food residue. 

*Features vary depending on model

Pasta/Paella
For dishes containing starch: the 
programme removes pasta, rice and 
potato residue-free.

Machine cleaning
As and when required: this programme 
ensures the effective and thorough 
cleaning of your dishwasher.

No upper basket 65°C
For large, bulky items: frees up space for 
large, bulky items in the lower basket.

Beer glasses programme 'hot'
Brilliant appearance: this programme 
cleans and dries beer glasses and 
guarantees a perfect head.
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For all eventualities
The dishwashing options of Miele dishwashers 

Extra economical
Sensible choice: this option reduces 
electricity consumption by adjusting 
temperatures and contact times.

Lower basket - intensive
Strong and gentle at the same time: this 
option for enhanced cleaning performance 
in the lower basket can be added to a 
programme. 

Extra dry
Guaranteed dry: thanks to the extended 
drying phase and the increased final rinse 
temperature everything is perfectly dried, 
even glasses and plastic items.

Short
Sometimes things have to be done at the 
double: the "Short" option reduces the 
length of a programme by up to 30%.

Pre-rinse
To avoid smells: if a complete programme 
cycle is not yet needed, crockery can be 
pre-rinsed to avoid unpleasant odours.
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Energy efficiency
The energy label provides information at a glance on the 
running costs and performance of a dishwasher. Miele 
machines combine top cleaning and drying results with 

extremely low electricity and water consumption: 
•	Energy	efficiency	rating	A+++	
•	Annual	energy	consumption:	237	kWh
•	Annual	water	consumption:	2,716	litres
•	Drying	class:	A
Best performance combined with low consumption.
  
ExtraQuiet

Miele's ExtraQuiet programme produces sound 
emissions of only 38 dB(A) and is so quiet that you can 
hardly hear it. Ideal for open-plan kitchens and when the 

dishwasher is run overnight.

FlexiTimer with EcoStart
Miele dishwashers are even smarter with EcoStart. This 
function enables you to be environmentally friendly by 
using flexible tariffs and allows you to trust your 

appliance with the selection of the cheapest electricity tariff for a 
programme, taking its running time into consideration. You can 
program three different tariffs and only have to determine the 
finishing time for the latest programme. The dishwasher then 
selects a starting time with the cheapest tariff within the 
programed time window.

Fresh water dishwashers with water consumption from 6.5 l
Miele dishwashers rely solely on fresh water and in the Automatic 
programme wash crockery with as little as 6.5 l of water - much 
less than the contents of a sink. Consequently, Miele has reduced 
water consumption over the past 30 years by 85%. Electricity 
consumption is also reduced to new all-time lows: in the ECO 
programme, Miele dishwashers achieve energy consumption 
values of only 0.83 kWh. 

Sound emissions
Miele dishwashers wash with sound emissions as low as 
41 dB(A) particularly quiet, yet constantly achieve 
perfect results. This is even considerably quieter than a 

normal conversation.   

Reduced load
Miele dishwashers automatically measure the amount of crockery 
in the cabinet and adjust water and electricity consumption 
accordingly. Thanks to the 'Reduced load' function, there is no 
longer any need to wait until a dishwasher is fully loaded.

3D cutlery tray1)

The 3D cutlery tray from Miele is unique: it is height, 
width and depth adjustable so that it can be perfectly 
adapted to suit any load. Even awkward items such as 

soup ladles and whisks are easy to accommodate.

AutoClose
With Miele AutoClose, the dishwasher door closes both 
automatically and gently. This combines convenience 
with elegance, creating an almost magical moment in 

kitchen life. Very slight pressure against the door is sufficient to 
activate the motorised door closing feature.

AutoOpen drying2)

The dishwasher door opens a fraction automatically at 
the end of a programme cycle. This allows fresh, dry air 
to enter the dishwasher, and even challenging items 

such as plastics and glassware are perfectly dried. A special air 
ducting protects the worktop from moisture.
  
BrilliantLight3)

Thanks to the patented3) door controls, 4 power LEDs 
switch on gradually when the dishwasher door is 
opened. The 4 LEDs immerse the dishwasher interior in 

brilliant light. The area in front of the dishwasher is also well lit, 
significantly improving loading and unloading.

ComfortClose
Benefit from the ease with which Miele's dishwasher 
door opens and closes. Convenient: the door stays open 
at the required position. 

DeLuxe basket design
Basket handles, a redesigned lower basket and a whole host of 
functions in the upper basket: Miele dishwashers ring in a new era 
in basket design. 

EcoFeedback
Dishwashers from Miele simplify your everyday tasks 
and allow you to wash dishes environmentally friendly. In 
the display, the EcoFeedback function shows you how 

high the estimated water and electricity consumption is in the 
selected programme. This allows you to choose the ecologically 
ideal programme. At the end of the programme you have the 
option to call up the actual consumption data.

Useful information
Miele dishwasher glossary

Dishwasher glossary
Hot water connection

Thanks to the hot water connection, all Miele 
dishwashers can be connected to hot water with a 
temperature of up to 60℃. This reduces electricity 

consumption by up to 40% and running times by up to 9%. 
Electricity consumption falls to as little as 0.4 kWh in the Delicates 
programme.

TimeControl
Everything under control at a glance: the useful LED 
progress indicator for fully integrated dishwashers 

provides information on when the programme will finish. One hour 
before the end of the programme, the LEDs start switching off 
individually from left to right at intervals of 20 minutes. When the 
programme has ended, the AutoOpen function automatically 
opens the door a fraction. TimeControl is ideal for all installation 
situations, even for raised machines or kitchens with a flush 
plinth.

Touch-on-Metal
This new user interface from Miele offers unparalleled 
convenience. It combines a high-quality flush design 

with an intuitive navigation interface from left to right. The 
embossed controls of the stainless steel fascia panel are 
extremely easy to use and the settings are displayed by an LED 
indicator. The smooth surface of the elegant control panel is 
particularly easy to clean.

Waterproof System
To protect against flooding, all Miele dishwashers 
feature the Miele Waterproof System. If correctly 

installed, Miele offers a dishwasher-life-long8) guarantee for the 
Waterproof System.

Knock2open4)

Not wizardry, just Miele: Knock2open turns a handleless 
kitchen design into a magical experience and at the 
same time provides the perfect solution for a handleless 

kitchen design. By tapping the front of the fully integrated Miele 
dishwasher twice, the door opens by about 10 cm completely 
automatically using a clever opening mechanism. A convenience 
you will enjoy every day. 

Perfect GlassCare5)

Soft water enhances cleaning performance in a 
dishwasher but is aggressive to glassware. 
Consequently, all Miele dishwashers feature Perfect 

GlassCare technology. This helps protect glassware and keeps 
stemware looking as good as new for longer. 

In-door salt container6)

The patented salt container is located in the dishwasher 
door; it can be conveniently filled with the door half-
open and without having to bend. It is no longer 

necessary to bend to remove the lower basked and to access a 
salt container at the bottom of the appliance.

Sensor Dry7)

The ambient temperature in your kitchen and the size of load may 
influence drying results. In the Automatic programme, SensorDry 
ensures perfect drying results even under unfavourable 
conditions.

Smart Grid ready
In a Smart grid, electricity prices vary throughout the 
day. Smart Grid-enabled domestic appliances can be 
set to start automatically when electricity is cheapest. 

Smart Grid is ideal for washing machines, tumble dryers and 
dishwashers from Miele - with great potential savings.

SolarSave
Miele – simply unbeatable in terms of sustainability. The 
SolarSave feature is the ideal programme for households 
with heated water supplied by solar-thermal panels, a 

heat pump or gas/oil central heating, as it makes use of the 
temperature of the incoming hot water. With intelligent 
programme navigation you achieve a sensationally low electricity 
consumption of 0.05 kWh per cycle.

Delay start with integrated countdown indicator
With the 24 h delay start you can run your dishwasher whenever 
you need to, and use cheap (at night) electricity tariffs. The 
countdown indicator counts the duration of the programme 
backwards and displays how long the selected programme still 
has to run. This keeps the user informed of the programme status 
of the dishwasher.

1) DE102008062761B3, EP2201887B1
2) DE102007008950B4, EP2120671B1
3) EP2233061B1, US8297768B2
4) Patent pending: EP2428153A1, DE102010037397A1, US2012/0055091A1
5) EP2233061B1
6) EP1457153B1, US7124765B2
7) DE102006042486B3, EP1902659B1
8) Equates to 7,500 programme cycles
Features vary depending on model
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Freestanding dishwashers
Product overview

Model Standard Height (81 cm) G 4920 G 6200 SC G 6410 SC
Model Extra Height XXL (85 cm XXL)1) – – –
Type of appliance
Freestanding dishwasher/Built-under dishwasher •/– •/– •/–
Semi integrated dishwasher/Fully integrated dishwasher –/– –/– –/–
45 cm wide/60 cm wide –/• –/• –/•
Design
Fascia panel style Straight fascia Straight fascia Straight fascia
Operation Programme selector button Programme selector button Programme selector button
Display 3 digit digital display 3 digit digital display 1 line white text digital display
Convenience
Knock2open – – –
AutoClose/SoftClose –/• –/• –/•
BrilliantLight/In Door salt container –/– –/– –/•
Sound emissions dB(A) re 1 pW 46 44 44
Time left display/Delay start up to 24h/TimeControl •/•/– •/•/– •/•/–
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency/Drying performance A++/A A+++/A A+++/A
Water consumption in l/Electricity consumption in kWh in ECO 
programme 9.9/0.93 9.9/0.84 9.7/0.84
Annual water consumption in l/Annual electricity consumption in 
kWh in ECO programme 2,772/262 2,716/237 2.716/237
Water consumption in Sensor Wash programme in litres from 6.5 6.5 6.5
Electricity consumption with hot water connection in ECO mode 
in kWh 0.58 0.59 0.49
Delay Start with EcoStart/EcoFeedback/Hot water connection –/–/• –/–/• •/•/•
Spray arm alternation/Half load •/• •/• •/•
Better results
Fresh water dishwasher • • •
AutoOpen drying – • •
SensorDry/Recirculation Turbothermic drying –/• •/• •/•
Perfect GlassCare – • •
Wash programmes/options
ECO/Sensor wash/Intensive 75°C •/•/• •/•/• •/•/•
Normal 55°C/Sensor wash gentle/Quick wash 40°C •/•/– •/•/• •/•/•
Hygiene/SolarSave/Maintenance programme –/–/– –/–/– –/•/•
ExtraQuiet 38 dB(A)/ExtraQuiet 40 dB(A) –/– –/– –/•
Programmes for special needs (e.g. Pasta/Paella) – – –
Programme options
Short/Intensive lower basket/Energy save/Extra dry •/–/–/– •/–/–/– •/–/•/–
Soak/Pre-Wash function –/– –/– –/–
Basket design
Cutlery Cutlery basket 3D Cutlery tray 3D Cutlery tray
Basket configuration/Number of place settings Comfort/13 ExtraComfort/14 MaxiComfort/14
Safety
Waterproof system • • •
Check filter indication – – •
Child safety lock/System lock •/– •/– •/–
Technical data
Total connected load in kW/Voltage in V/Fuse rating in A2) 2.3/230/13 2.3/230/13 2.2/230/10

1)  Please refer to the building-in diagrams for detailed dimensions at the 
back of the brochure.

2)  Electrical data may vary depending on local power supply and technical 
connection conditions. For details, please contact your authorized dealer.

Model Standard Height (81 cm) G 6410 SC
Model Extra Height XXL (85 cm XXL)1) –
Type of appliance
Freestanding dishwasher/Built-under dishwasher •/–
Semi integrated dishwasher/Fully integrated dishwasher –/–
45 cm wide/60 cm wide –/•
Design
Fascia panel style Straight fascia
Operation Programme selector button
Display 1 line white text digital display
Convenience
Knock2open –
AutoClose/SoftClose –/•
BrilliantLight/In Door salt container –/•
Sound emissions dB(A) re 1 pW 44
Time left display/Delay start up to 24h/TimeControl •/•/–
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency/Drying performance A+++/A
Water consumption in l/Electricity consumption in kWh in ECO 
programme 9,7/0,84
Annual water consumption in l/Annual electricity consumption in 
kWh in ECO programme 2.716/237
Water consumption in Sensor Wash programme in litres from 6.5
Electricity consumption with hot water connection in ECO mode 
in kWh 0.49
Delay Start with EcoStart/EcoFeedback/Hot water connection •/•/•
Spray arm alternation/Half load •/•
Better results
Fresh water dishwasher •
AutoOpen drying •
SensorDry/Recirculation Turbothermic drying •/•
Perfect GlassCare •
Wash programmes/options
ECO/Sensor wash/Intensive 75°C •/•/•
Normal 55°C/Sensor wash gentle/Quick wash 40°C •/•/•
Hygiene/SolarSave/Maintenance programme –/•/•
ExtraQuiet 38 dB(A)/ExtraQuiet 40 dB(A) –/•
Programmes for special needs (e.g. Pasta/Paella) –
Programme options
Short/Intensive lower basket/Energy save/Extra dry •/–/•/–
Soak/Pre-Wash function –/–
Basket design
Cutlery 3D Cutlery tray
Basket configuration/Number of place settings MaxiComfort/14
Safety
Waterproof system •
Check filter indication •
Child safety lock/System lock •/–
Technical data
Total connected load in kW/Voltage in V/Fuse rating in A2) 2.2/230/10

1)  Please refer to the building-in diagrams for detailed dimensions at the 
back of the brochure.

2)  Electrical data may vary depending on local power supply and technical 
connection conditions. For details, please contact your authorized dealer.
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Model Standard Height (81 cm) G 6200 SCi G 6900 SCi
Model Extra Height XXL (85 cm XXL)1) – –
Type of appliance
Freestanding dishwasher/Built-under dishwasher –/– –/–
Semi integrated dishwasher/Fully integrated dishwasher •/– •/–
45 cm wide/60 cm wide –/• –/•
Design
Fascia panel style Straight fascia Inclined fascia
Operation Programme selector button Touch Screen Controls
Display 3 digit digital display SensorTronic-Display
Convenience
Knock2open – –
AutoClose/SoftClose –/• •/•
BrilliantLight/In Door salt container –/– •/•
Sound emissions dB(A) re 1 pW 44 41
Time left display/Delay start up to 24h/TimeControl •/•/– •/•/– 
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency/Drying performance A+++/A A+++/A
Water consumption in l/Electricity consumption in kWh in ECO 
programme 9.9/0.84 9.7/0.84
Annual water consumption in l/Annual electricity consumption in 
kWh in ECO programme 2,716/237 2,716/237
Water consumption in Sensor Wash programme in litres from 6.5 6.5
Electricity consumption with hot water connection in ECO mode 
in kWh 0.59 0.49
Delay Start with EcoStart/EcoFeedback/Hot water connection –/–/• •/•/•
Spray arm alternation/Half load •/• •/•
Better results
Fresh water dishwasher • •
AutoOpen drying • •
SensorDry/Recirculation Turbothermic drying •/• •/•
Perfect GlassCare • •
Wash programmes/options
ECO/Sensor wash/Intensive 75°C •/•/• •/•/•
Normal 55°C/Sensor wash gentle/Quick wash 40°C •/•/• •/•/•
Hygiene/SolarSave/Maintenance programme –/–/– •/•/•
ExtraQuiet 38 dB(A)/ExtraQuiet 40 dB(A) –/– •/–
Programmes for special needs (e.g. Pasta/Paella) – •
Programme options
Short/Intensive lower basket/Energy save/Extra dry •/–/–/– •/•/•/•
Soak/Pre-Wash function –/– •/•
Basket design
Cutlery 3D Cutlery tray 3D Cutlery tray
Basket configuration/Number of place settings ExtraComfort/14 PremiumComfort/14
Safety
Waterproof system • •
Check filter indication – •
Child safety lock/System lock •/– •/•
Technical data
Total connected load in kW/Voltage in V/Fuse rating in A2) 2.3/230/13 2.2 – 2.3/230 – 240/10

Semi-integrated dishwashers
Product overview

1)  Please refer to the building-in diagrams for detailed dimensions at the 
back of the brochure.

2)  Electrical data may vary depending on local power supply and technical 
connection conditions. For details, please contact your authorized dealer.

Model Standard Height (81 cm) G 6260 SCVi G 6470 SCVi
Model Extra Height XXL (85 cm XXL)1) – –
Type of appliance
Freestanding dishwasher/Built-under dishwasher –/– –/–
Semi integrated dishwasher/Fully integrated dishwasher –/• –/•
45 cm wide/60 cm wide –/• –/•
Design
Fascia panel style – –
Operation Programme selector button Programme selector button
Display 3-digit digital display 1-line white text digital display
Convenience
Knock2open – –
AutoClose/SoftClose –/• –/•
BrilliantLight/In Door salt container –/– –/–
Sound emissions dB(A) re 1 pW 44 40
Time left display/Delay start up to 24h/TimeControl •/•/– •/•/–
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency/Drying performance A+++/A A+++/A
Water consumption in l/Electricity consumption in kWh in ECO 
programme 9.7/0.84 9.7/0.84
Annual water consumption in l/Annual electricity consumption in 
kWh in ECO programme 2,716/237 2,716/237
Water consumption in Sensor Wash programme in litres from 6.5 6.5
Electricity consumption with hot water connection in ECO mode 
in kWh 0.49 0.49
Delay Start with EcoStart/EcoFeedback/Hot water connection –/–/– •/•/•
Spray arm alternation/Half load •/• •/•
Better results
Fresh water dishwasher • •
AutoOpen drying • •
SensorDry/Recirculation Turbothermic drying •/• •/•
Perfect GlassCare • •
Wash programmes/options
ECO/Sensor wash/Intensive 75°C •/•/• •/•/•
Normal 55°C/Sensor wash gentle/Quick wash 40°C •/•/• •/•/•
Hygiene/SolarSave/Maintenance programme –/–/– –/•/•
ExtraQuiet 38 dB(A)/ExtraQuiet 40 dB(A) –/– –/•
Programmes for special needs (e.g. Pasta/Paella) – –
Programme options
Short/Intensive lower basket/Energy save/Extra dry •/–/–/– •/–/•/–
Soak/Pre-Wash function –/– –/–
Basket design
Cutlery 3D Cutlery tray 3D Cutlery tray
Basket configuration/Number of place settings ExtraComfort/14 MaxiComfort/14
Safety
Waterproof system • •
Check filter indication – •
Child safety lock/System lock –/– –/–
Technical data
Total connected load in kW/Voltage in V/Fuse rating in A2) 2.1/230/10 2.2/230/10

Fully integrated dishwashers
Product overview

1)  Please refer to the building-in diagrams for detailed dimensions at the 
back of the brochure.

2)  Electrical data may vary depending on local power supply and technical 
connection conditions. For details, please contact your authorized dealer.
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Model Standard Height (81 cm) –
Model Extra Height XXL (85 cm XXL)1) G 6995 SCVi XXL K2O
Type of appliance
Freestanding dishwasher/Built-under dishwasher –/–
Semi integrated dishwasher/Fully integrated dishwasher –/•
45 cm wide/60 cm wide –/•
Design
Fascia panel style –
Operation Touch on metal
Display 2-line white text digital display
Convenience
Knock2open •
AutoClose/SoftClose •/–
BrilliantLight/In Door salt container •/•
Sound emissions dB(A) re 1 pW 38
Time left display/Delay start up to 24h/TimeControl •/•/•
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency/Drying performance A+++/A
Water consumption in l/Electricity consumption in kWh in ECO 
programme 9.7/0.84
Annual water consumption in l/Annual electricity consumption in 
kWh in ECO programme 2,716/237
Water consumption in Sensor Wash programme in litres from 6.5
Electricity consumption with hot water connection in ECO mode 
in kWh 0.49
Delay Start with EcoStart/EcoFeedback/Hot water connection •/•/•
Spray arm alternation/Half load •/•
Better results
Fresh water dishwasher •
AutoOpen drying •
SensorDry/Recirculation Turbothermic drying •/•
Perfect GlassCare •
Wash programmes/options
ECO/Sensor wash/Intensive 75°C •/•/•
Normal 55°C/Sensor wash gentle/Quick wash 40°C •/•/•
Hygiene/SolarSave/Maintenance programme •/•/•
ExtraQuiet 38 dB(A)/ExtraQuiet 40 dB(A) •/–
Programmes for special needs (e.g. Pasta/Paella) •
Programme options
Short/Intensive lower basket/Energy save/Extra dry •/•/•/•
Soak/Pre-Wash function •/•
Basket design
Cutlery 3D Cutlery tray
Basket configuration/Number of place settings MaxiComfort/14
Safety
Waterproof system •
Check filter indication •
Child safety lock/System lock –/–
Technical data
Total connected load in kW/Voltage in V/Fuse rating in A2) 2.1/230/10

Fully integrated dishwashers
Product overview

1)  Please refer to the building-in diagrams for detailed dimensions at the 
back of the brochure.

2)  Electrical data may vary depending on local power supply and technical 
connection conditions. For details, please contact your authorized dealer.

Detergent tablets

Rinse Aid

Detergent powder

Reactivation Salt

For use without rinse aid and reactivation salt
•	Sparkling clean results with the highest hygiene 

standards
•	Integrated rinse aid ensures best drying results
•	Includes 3 packs of 24 tablets
•	Particularly environmentally friendly
•	Water soluble foil reduces plastic waste

For use with powder detergent and reactivation 
salt
•	Spotless, sparkling finish on glassware
•	Supports drying
•	500 ml
•	Practical dispensing thanks to special cap
•	With glass protection formula

For use together with rinse aid and reactivation salt
•	Spotless finish on glassware and crockery
•	Contains active oxygen for best results, even on 

persistent soiling
•	1.5 kg
•	Prevents scaling
•	Variable dispensing, depending on requirements

For use together with detergent powder and rinse 
aid
•	Reactivates the integrated water softener
•	Prevents scaling
•	1.5 kg
•	Not absolutely necessary in combination with 

detergent tablets
•	Convenient dispensing thanks to resealable 

spout
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